SUMMARY
I.INTRODUCTION
From previous investigations, both theoretical and experimental, much is known about the laminar boundary layer. Its mean velocity distribution, thickness, and separation point may be regarded as so welI understood that little further study is required. When fluctuations occur in the laminar boundary iayer, their origin, character, and effect on transition from lmninar to turbulent flow still present formidable problems. It has been observed, for example, that the flow in a laminar boundary layer is not steady -when turbuknoe is present in the surrounding stream; but, beyond the simple observation that velocity fluctuations exist, little is Jmown experimentally concerning the behavior of the fluctuations. Transition k known to depend on stream turbulence and fluctuations in the layer are believed to be the primary cause of transition, but just how the three are interrelated has never been completely understood.
E.xperimental evidence indicates, in some cases at least, that transition results from separation of the boundary layer caused by adverse pressure gradients; and the view hM been taken by Taylor for which the pressure gradients are known when the intensity and the scale of the turbulence are specfied, and rdations involving this pressure gradient and transition Reynolds number that are in fair agreement with experiment have been proposed. These relations me restricted to a particular type of disturbance but are useful for expressing experimental resiks on the effect of isotropic turbulence.
On the purely theoretical side, attempts have been made to account for transition by stabiIity considerations in which the growth or decay of a snwdl disturbance k determined by the kinematic vieemity of the fluid, the thickness of the boundary layer, the speed outside the layer, and the frequency or the wave length of the disturbance. Important contributions to stabfity theory have been made by Tolhnien (references 2 and 3) and Schlichting (references 4 @ 7). Experimental evidence has so far yielded only scant support of the stabiIity theory; and this support has come from experiments in whi& the flow was known to be of an unstable type, namely, the flow in a divergent oha-nne] (reference 8), in a wake at,low speeda (reference 9), and in an acoustically sensitive jet (reference 10] . No support has come from past wind-tunnel experiments, in which the connection between the disturbance and transition appears to be mainly through the magnitude of the disturbance. In short, the accumulated wind-tunnel results have led to the general opinion among e.xperimentalists that the prwure gradients accompanying any disturbance in the surrounding flow cause transition when such gradients become sufficiently large. In contrast., stability theory requires that the boundary layer be either stable or unatable, depending merely on the frequency or the wave length of the disturbances present; hence, the nature of the disturbance rather than ii+ magnitude is the essential quality. Experiment and theory have therefore led to divergent points of view and neither has ffly explained the nature of transition.
In the present experiment it is hoped that the two points of view have been brought into closer accord for one of the simplest, but practical, boundary-layer problems-that of the Blasius distribution near the surface of a flat plate. The experiment was originally intended to be a general study of transition on a flat plate at zero pressure gradient under conditions of low stream turbulence, one purpose being to trace the course of transition as near as possible to vanis~g turbulence. This purpose was carried out, but the appearance at low turbulence of an oscillation in the laminar boundary layer opened a new field of investigation and led to an extensive study of the phenomena termed "laminarboundary-layer oscillations." InvWtigations revealed that 327 REPORT NO, $0 9-NATIONAL ADVISORY CO-JEE FOR AERONAUTICS the oscillations w~e the result of amplification of small disturbances in accordance with stability theory. When the oscillations were artificially produced, their chara.cteiistice could. be studied in detail and compared with the characteristics prescribed by theory. -It seems evident from th~results of &s. investigation that trsmsition involves two things: One is the disturbarice itself, its origin, and its behavior in the_b.oWdaiy Iayer; the" other is the effect of the disturbance, either produced in the boundary layer or entering from without, in biinging about turbulent flow. Sufficiently smalJ disturbances cannot produce transition, but a small chstturbancemRy grow according to stability theory until it is sufficiently large to cause tlm flow to become turbulent. The growing process is the link between the stability theory and traniit~on.
In most of the earlier investigations, observations of the transition point were made but little or no effort was made to observe disturbances in the boundary layer before transition. The first known observations -v"elocityfluctuations in the laminar boundary layer were made by 13ryden. (reference 11) but, in hia experiment as in most others, the initial disturbances -wereso large that transition occurred after only a small growth. Nikuradse (reference 12) attempted to test the stability theory by producing sinusoidal fluctuatioti in the boundary layer near the leading edge of a flat plate in water; but the results -wereinconclusive, partly because. the artificial fluctuations, as well as general disturbances, w"ere too large and partly because. observations were lirgited to the determination of transition points.
The results obtained in the present investigation can be attributed largely to the low level of" turbulence "in the wkd stream and to the careful siudy made of velocity fluctuations throughout the laminar boundafi layer. Hot-wire. .ane~. mometers of high sensitivity and of special design made such an investigation possible.
The work was conducted at tie National Bureau of Standards under the sponsorship and with the tbtitial assistance of the National Advisory Committee for Aeion"autica. The investigation of transition on a flat""plate at loti turbulence was suggested by Dr. Hugh L. IXyden, "and the authom wish to acknowledge his ass~tince 'and mtiy Wuable suggestions in connection with the experimental program. . 
1.WIKD TUNIVEL
The present investigation was conducted in the 4%foot wind tunnel at the Nationrd Bureau of Standards. The general layout of the tunnel is shown in figure 1. Tho flat plate was located vertically in the test section with (ho Icding edge 6 feet from the upstrmrn end. In order to rcduca vibration; We test section of this tunnel is supported diicctly from the foundation and is joined to tho rest of tho circuibby only ..-a sponge-rubber seed at each end. The area reduction from settLingchamber to test section is 7.1:1. The guide vanes I ahead of the settling chamber were made her than the others in order to reduce the scaIe of the turbulence and to permit as much reduction in turbulence through decay as possible. Since directional fluctuations in the horizontal plane were found to be lmge, closely spaced straighteners were placecl at right angles to ancl on top of the he guide vanes. This combination was in effect a honeycomb and resulted in great improvement in the stcadine= of the stream. Further reduction of turbulence was obtained by instailing damping screens in the settling chamber. VWhout screens, the turbulence in the test section was 0.27 percent at 100 feet per second and, with seven screens, was 0.032 percent.
2.FLAT PLATE
The flat plate was a commercial sheet of ahmninnm x inch thick, 4% feet wide, and 12 feet long. The leading edge, which -was symmetrical and pointed, was formed by the intersection of circular arcs tangent to the origimd surface 4 inches from the leading edge. The surface was left in its original condition and had a mirrorlike finish, marred slightly by small scratchea barely perceptible to the fingertips. Waviness was quit e perceptible when viewed near grazing incidence. A surface gage showed variations from approximately 0.01 to 0.02 inch over distances from 1 to 2 feet. These were bends in the plate evidently produced by the rolhg process.
The plate was bolted aIong the top and the bottom edges to one side of 3-iich steel channels, which were in turn bolted to the floor and ta the ceiling of the tunneI. The flanges away from the plate served as rails at the floor and at the ceiling for a carriage on which all exploring apparatus was mounted. The carriage was simply a steel plate% inch thick and 6 inches wide, with runners and guides at the ends in contact with the rails. This plate was thus parallel to the wind and 3 inches from the flat plate. AU explorations in the boundary layer were made 25 inches or more ahead of the carriage to avoid the local pressWe field. The carriage was propelled by hand from the outside of the tunnel by a sprocket and chain.
&CONTROL OF PFU3SSURE DISTIUBUTIOh-
In order to control the pressure gradient along the flat plate, the cross section of the working chamber was varied by adjustable auxiliary walls on the vertical sides of the chamber. These walk vwre aluminum sheets JL inch thick and 22 inches wide extending from opposite the trailing edge of the plate to a distance 4 feet a-head of the leading edge. The sheets, mounted on screws spaced 9 inches and threaded through the tunnel walls, were adjustable to and from the sides of the tunnel. In order to prevent discontinuity at the top and at the bottom edges, the sheets -were backed by a stretched rubber diaphragm; the combination of ahuninum sheet and rubber formed a continuous ftexible wall that could be warped or displaced as desired. The maximum range of displacement of these auxihy walk vias about 4 inches.
By this means the pressure could be made to rise, to fall, or to remain conetiint along the plate. (See curves A, BI and. _ C, @. 30.) For most of the experiment the walls were set for zero pressure gradient.
The provision for warping the vd.s into a bulge or a "'.. hollow did not prove so useful as was anticipated because the effect of the -warpusually extended o~er too great a dktance to give the desired result. When it was desired to produce a sharp pressure rise or fall, other devices were used. For example, an airfoiI extending from floor to ceiling near the plate produced a sharp pressure faLI followed by an abrupt rise. A pressure fall without a rise was easily produced by proper blocking of the stream.
AIthough measurements were taken on onIy one side of the flat plate, the auxiliary waI.Ison each side of the tunnel were given the same shape for symmetry. Some asymmetry nevertheless existed because of the presence of the carrkge and the measuring equipment on only one side of the plate. Although this resulted in greater blocking of the stream on the working side, it was found that some excess blocking here was necessary to direct the flow at a alight angle to the leading edge of the plate so that the stagnation point was displaced slightly from the sharp edge to the working side of the plate. The transition point was unaffected by the position of the stagnation point so long as this point was not displaced to the opposite side of the plate. The elight excess blocking was therefore maintained at all times to prevent directional variations accompanying the turbulence in the stream from ever carrying the stagnation point to the opposite side.
4.MEASUREMENT OF PIH3SSUZE DISTRIBUTION AND DETEE.MINATION OF TEA?WI'ITON POINT
ii small pitot-static head was arranged as shown in figure  2 with the impact tube in contact with the surface and the static tube paralkd to the stream % inch from the surface. This combination -wascarried on an mm attached to the carriage 28 inches to the rear and could slide fore and aft with forklike guides and impact tube always in contact with the surface. Both tubes were made from thin-wall nickel tubing
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FrQu'B6Z-Pitot4tatlc srufom tuba rued to measure pmmre distribution Ud position c4 ,itiom R.EPORT NO. 90 9-NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS with 0.04-inch outside diameter. The impact tube was flattened on the end to forma slit 0.007 inch wide, the center of which was 0.006 inch from the surface when the tube was in contact. The static tube had four 0.008-inch holes driLIed through the wall, 8 diametere from the closed end.
Only the static tube of this instrument was used when pressure distributions were measured and both tubes were used -when transition points were determined. Traverses were always horizontal and usualIy made along the center line of the plate. The static pressure was thus measured X~ch from the surface, which for most of the surfs-w-corresponded to a position outside the boundary layer. A large variation of pressure normaI to the surface was found near the leading edge where t& pressure di@ibution was determined by the shape of the~eding edge. Also, pressure effects caused by waviness of the surface depended on the distance from the surface. Since the former variations were wmtlned ta the fimt 6 inches from the leading edge and the latter were small, variations in pressurein the )Linch distance normal to the surface were neglected.
Th~detection of transition by the surface-tube method depends on the~~aria.tion with x of impact pressure near the surface, which corresponds closely to the variation of ehearing stress at the surface. This impact pressure decreases with distance from the leading edge to the beginning of transition, then rises through the transition region, and again faIIs in tho turbulent region. In the piesent work, the point of minimum pressure was taken as the beginning of transition and tho point of maximum pressure following the rise wns taken as t,hapoint where turbulence was fully developed.
&.DETERMINATIONOF BOUNDARY-LAYERTHICKNṼ
elocity distributions across the boundary layer were determined by traversing normal to the surface with a flab tened impact tube simiIar to the surface tube. This tube was carried on an arm similar to the one shown with the hob wire anemometer attached in figure 3, Both the micrometer
3" screw A and the fulcrum B were held in contact with the surface of the plate by the rigid arm extending rearward to the carriage, and motion of the impact tube to and from the surface -wasobtained by rocking the arm about the. fulcrum by means of the screw. The velocity distributions were used to determine 6*, When the pressure gradient was zero, the measured values of & were iu tigrccment with~hosc calculated by the Blasius formula
Whenever the valuo of 6* was needed for prczwnting rcdts obtained at zero pressure gradient, the value calculated by this formula was used. Tolhnicn and %hlichting (references 2, 4, tin~5) uecd a constant in the above formula equal to 1.73 for c.omputing 6*. Moie recent values of the constant arc 1.7207 given by Dryden (reference 11) and 1.7208 given by Gohlstuin (rcfmence 13). A value of 1.72 is therefore uswl in the present work.
6.HOT-WIRETURBULENCEEQUIPMENT
A variety of apparatus, such as amplifiem, bridges, pohmtiometers, oscillator, osdlographs, and numerous typns of hot-wire anemometer, comes under the heading of hotAvirc equipment for measuring turbuhmcc. Amplifims with attendant power supplies and hot-wire ancmomc+ers arc usuaIIy special equipment, whereas the other cquipmmt is of standard commercial dwign. Amplifiers used in turbulence work and c.irc.uitsto compensate for the tlwrmal lag of hot wires have, however, berm standardized to a ccrtuin extent sad their esseutird features arc dcsc.ribcd in tho literature. Two amplifiers, which were designed nnd built by W. C. Mock, Jr., were used in thu present investigation. One of the amplifiers is described. in refwencr 14; the other was a newer and more portable type with about the same frequency response but using capacittincc compensation instead of inductance compensation. Both types of compensation and the requirements to be met by rach lypo are described in reference 15. The theory of comprnsntion is given "~referenco 16. When properly comprneatcd, the over-all response of wire and amplifiers Wm-unif~rm from 3 to about 2.000cycles per second.
In all times hot-wire anemometcre must b.c calil.watcd by measuring the voltagc across the wire at knoownairspc.cds; or, if the anemometer is sensitive to direction changrs, it must be calibrated by measuring the voltage at s~veral anglcw to the wiud. For this purpose a pot.entiomcter M ncccssary. A Wheatetone bridge must be used to obtnin tho resistance of the wire at air temperature. Throughout tho present work, both in calibration and in use, the lwating cmmnt -washeld constant and onIy the temperaturo nnd the vu]tage acro~t]~e wire were~owcd to vary. T~li~Coudilion was maintained during rapid velocity fluctuations by a sufliciently large choke coiI in series with tho wire. Amp] ifiers were calibrated by applying to them a known allcrnat ing voltage f~om an oscillator. By use of the calibration data, velocity fluctuations couId be calculated from the anlpIificd and properly compensated vohge fluctuations across the hot wire. A cathode-ray oscillograph was used for visual observation of fluctuations and also for making plw lographic records with a moving-film camera. When ol.wrvations weresimultaneously takon on two wires, an electrcnic switch me used in conjunction with the oscillograph. The hot-wire anemometers used here may be divided into two classes: (1) Those used in the free stream to measure turbulence; (2) those used in the boundary layer to study osciUationa, transition phenomena, and turbulence. Anemometers of CISSS (1) mere designed for high sen..ititity and for freedom from vibrational effects. Anemometers of clas (2) were designed for working near a surface with a minimum of interference and with as little vibrational motion relative to the surface as possibIe. Both types used platinum wire 0.00025 inch in diameter, obtained by etching the silver coating from Wollaeton wire. The etched tie visa soft-soldered to prongs made either from fine sewing needles or from fine copper wire. PIatinum wires of this size were adequately sensitive in lengths no greater than % inch and, in the range of operating conditions, had time constants ranging from 0.0005 to 0.002 second.
Anemometer of class (1) were made vi-ith a singIe wire normaI to the wind for measuring u' or rrith two wires set at an angIe to the wind in the form of an X for measuring z' ancl u+. Heads of these tvio types are shown in figure 4. Both have platinum mires (not visible in the photograph) across the tips of the prongs; the four-prong head has the two wires forming an X. In the X-arrangement the -i&cs lie as nearly as possible in a plane without touching and subtend an angle of 60°with each wire at an angle of about 30°t o the wind. Braces of silk thread cemented across the prongs about H inch from the tips were necessary to prevent wire breakage. All ties were about %6inch long. Three arrangements of ties take advantage of the directional characteristics of a wire in order to obtain sensitivity to the component deeired. The sensitivity of a wire to direction is known to depend on the angIe to the wind, being zero when normaI and again when parallel. Sensitivity to w is a maximum when the w-irek normaI. Siice o and w are small, their principal effect is to cause fluctuation in direction of the stream when added vectorially to U and the effect on the magnitude of the instantaneous velocity is insignificant. A wire normaI to the wind responds thus to u-fluctuations rather than to o or w.
An X-arrangement of two identical wires, each making the within the cylinchical tube by a rubber-band suspension and in this way is iadated from vibration from the tunnel walk. Vibrational effects were not troublesome after a snd%ciently "soft" suspension of this sort was used. The mounting for the X-wires contains an angle-changing device for calibrating the -wires.
In the boundary layer only the u-component was measured, except when one attempt was made to diaco~er whether the boundary-layer oscillation had a uwomponent. A study of u was considered desirable but no appropriate hot-wire head of sufficiently small dimensions was avaiIable for the purpose. For anemometers of class (2), therefore, "most attention was given to hot+wire heads m.th the wire normq~'" to the -windand parallel to the surface. The wire length was usually 0.04 inch For traversing along the surface with the -wireat a fixed distance, the wire WM attached at the tips of prongs extending about X inch forward from a srnaIlce&doid sled, which was held against the surface by wire sp&gs from a brass tube attached to the carriage. A sled assembly with two pairs of prongs for supporting two wires at clifferent distances from the surface is shown in figure 6 . Another akd was also used with two hot wirea making a V in a plane parallel to the surface. The latter arrangement was sensitive tow. The sIed was believed to be the best possibIe type of hot-wire head to prevent rdative motion between the wire and the surface. Interference effeck -iverefound negligible.
For traversing normal to the surface, the hot wire was supported on the tips of steel sewing needles extending into the boundary Iayer from the arm of the traversing apparatus shown in figure 3 . This arrangement was made sufficiently rigid to be free from vibration troubles but was not appropriate for traversing paralleI to the surface. A combinat.iog of this apparatus with a sled was used when it was desired . . to keep one wire at a fixed distance from the surface while moving the other in and out from the surface.
IV, REDUCTIONOF STREAMTURBULENCE AND EFFECTON REYNOLDSNUMBEROF TRANSITIONAT ZERO PRESSURE GRADIENT
In the present investigation, effects of high stream turbulence were of littie concern. Emphasfi-tia9 placeil rather on reducing the turbulence as far as practicable in order to study the boundary layer when it was as little disturbed from the stream as possibIe. The turbuhmco was successively reduced by placing various numbers and combinations of clamping screens in the settling chamber. For each addition of a screen and for every recombination of screens, measurements were made of u'/UO,d/UO,and w'/UOin the working chamber and the vahes of R. at the beginning and at the end of transition were dcterm@cd.
No correction for wire-length~ccording to finem"ethodgiven in reference 17 was made, since. the appropriate scale for v' and w! could not be determined. If the probable order of magnitude of the scale is considered, the correction is smaII and is believed to be unimportant. in view of the accuracy attainable in the measm-cmentof Iow turbulence.
Screens of fine mesh and small wire were used in order that the turbulence produced by the screen itself would decay rapidIy. Each screen complet~ly covered the cross section of the settling chamber and, when more than one screen was used, a spacing of 6 inches or more was allowed between them. Preliminary surveys with the hot-wire anemometer showed that the turbulence was uniform over the usable cross section of the stream and that little or no decrease in turbulence occurred in the length of the working chamber. The turbukmco could therefore be specified by hot-wire measurements made at one point in the working chamber. The measurements showed that v' and w' were nearly equal to each other but generalIy greater than u'. This nonisotropic condition is known to be caused by the contraction of the stream from the large area of the setding chamber to the smaller area of the working chamber. The more the turbulence was reduced by the addition of screens, the less this difference became and, finalIy, near the Iowest turbulence u' was actuaIly larger cases the ttirbu]ence increased with that coulcl be partly accounted for ante coefficient of the.screens with , than 0' and w'.. In all the wind speed, an cflccb y the dccrcming rcsistincreasing speed. As the number of screens was incrcascd, a reduction in turbulence was obtained with each rdditioutil screen buL by successive]y decreasing amounts; and h rccluction hy this means appearecl to have reached a practicabIo limit when six screens were insta.lied. The measured dues wi( h six screens 'are given in tible 1. It was IAicvcd. at firsh that a level had been reached nearly equal to &c turlmlenco produced by the screens themselves. A finer scrccn than any of the others was therefore added dowm+tream from [hc six screens aIready present. Since no scrccns with Encr wires than those alrertdy used were commercially avnilaldc, a screen made from siIk bolting CIO th was iustallcd. Some further reduction was obtained but not so much as was expected. No attempt was rondo at-further reduction. The figure 7 . The highwt turbuhmc.eshown in the figure (0.342 percent) was obtained by pIacing a square-mesh grid of x-inch rope, spaced 6 inches, in the settling chamber a fcw inches dcmmetream from the set of six wire screens, Thu transition point found by HaII and Hidop (refcrencc 18) for their lowestiturbulence is indicated in figure 7 . By definition, their transition point corresponds to the beginning of transition in the present paper. " Two questions are raised by the foregoing resuIts: (1) F Why was the addition of the bolting-cloth screen so ineffective in further reducing the turbulence, and (2) While the measurements of the lowest turbulence were in progress, it was noted by the trace on the screen of a cathoderay oscillograph that the velocity fluctuations did not have the random character usually ascribed to turbulence. Vibration of the hot-wire mounting -was suspected but was ruled out since chmges in the softness of the mounting failed to change the appearance of the trace. consideration -wasnext given to the effect of wind-tunnel noise and led to the startling conclusion that a reasonably loud sound could involve particle velocities sticient to produce an apparent turbulence of the order of that actually found. For &unple, a calcuhition based on a plane wave with an intensity of 105 decibeIs above a base level of 10-0 erg per square centimeter per second showed a roo~mean-square particle velocity of 0.028 foot per second. At a wind velocity of 100 feet per second, this is equivalent to an apparent turbulence of 0.028 percent, while the measured turbulence -was0.0315 percent. A few measurement of intensity with a sopnd meter connected to a crystal microphone showed that the noise level was probably between 105 and 110 decibels at 100 feet per second. Since 110 decibels is equivalent to an apparent turbulence of 0.051 percent, the noise could account. for the entire hot-wire reading at this speed. At the lower speeds, ho-ivever, the noise intensity appeared insufEcient to account for the measured turbulence. Since the --wave pattern in the tumel was very complex, calculations based on plane waves can be at best ordy rough approximations, Furthermore to rtvoid the direct effect of the wind on ___ the microphone, it was necessary to measure the sound level at a distance from the hot wire.
An analysis was made by a wave analyzer of the spectrum of the noise from the tunnel picked up in the tunnel control room by the crystal microphone. A similar analysis was then made of the output from the hot wire in the wind tunnel. In both cases the wind vebcity was 80 feet per "--second. A comparison of the two spectrums is show-n in figure 8 . Since the distribution of intensity -with frequency is compared here, uncertainties in absolute intensity are of minor importance. The similarity of the curves indicatga. ___ that, at a wind velocity of 80 feet per second, a large part of the hot-wire output is derived from noise. The valu= of turbulence in tables I and 1~probably contain a significant contribution from noise, especially at the higher velocities. A large part of the increase yith elocity is probably due to noise. Also, a u: greater than o' and w' is evidence that not all the contributing fluc~ua-tiona were carried with the stream through the entrance cone. Siice most of the noise comes from the propeller, it is obvious , that damping screens can reduce only the true turbulence. On the other hand, the addition of screem must increase the noise because of the higher propeLIerspeed needed to maintain a given wind velocity through the added resistance in the screen. These facts afford a satisfactory explanation of the effective limit of damping screens in the present tunnel. me 8 &o suggests some information coW!~% t&. _. ___ am-ivm to fie second question posed in section IV regarding the effect of turbulence on transition. Since the spectrum of this apparent turbulence is unlke that of isotropic turbulence (reference 19), such turbulence will probably" affect transition in a different manner from isotropic turbulence. Velocity fluctuations from sound involve prc+ssure. changes not related to those of turbulence and involve motions correlated over great distances. Since the proportion of noise to turbulence was increased with each reduction of turbulence, anomalous transition effects are to be expected. '"" -'" .. 
VI. LAMINAR-BOUNDARY-LAYER .OSCILLATIONS, ZERO PRESSUREGRADIENT
1.FIRSTEVIDENCEOF OSCILLATIONS lVIIwIthe stream turl.ndence had been reduced to nearly its Iowest level with the sis wire damping screens, it was decided to investigate the velocity fluctuations in the laminar boundmy layer itself. For this purpose one of the sledlike heads with w wire sensitive to IL was arranged to slide along the surface with the wire 0.023 inch from the surface. With greatly reduced stream turbulence, it was expected that the slow irregular fluctuations, reported for a much more turbulent stream in reference 11, would b~cor-respondingly reduced. Such fluctuations -were, in fact, aImost nonexistent; but, as the wire was moved downstream through the boundary layer, a regular oscillation appeared, weak at frrst but with increasing amplitude as the distance downstream increased. Just ahead of the transition, bursts of very large amplitude occurred and, at the initial point of transition, these bursts were accompanied by a breaking into an irregular high-frequency fluctuation characteristic of turbulence. Records of the oscillations were made by photographing the scxeen of the cathoderay oscillograph with a moving-film camera. Two sets of such records are reproduced as figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows the pro- same "phenomenon at a lower wind speed rind at u grca~er distance from the leading edge of the platQ is shown in figure 10 . Here the amplifier gain (magnification) was adjusted to keep the recorded ampIitudc L!.N mmc from position to position in order to bring out thu wctili as WCLI tis tho strong oscillations. Attcution is called to the lower oscillation frequency corresponding in this case to tho Iowcr spwd and to the thicker boundary layer.
. .
-. It was tho~ght at firs~that these oscillations rnighl po~i-bly be due to vibration of the wire that gavo riso to relative motion between the wire and the surface, Tli~was soon ruled out since changes in th~hot-wiro head and supporf ailed to cause any change in the oscillations. I?urt]wrmorc, the oscillations appeared to be definitely connected -with transition since the zone in which they occurred always preceded transition and moved with it fore and af~along tbo plate as the wind speed was varied. It could not bc said with certainty that the oscillations were the cause of tr~~nsi-tion, since there esisted the possibility that the boun{lary layer became shock-excited by transition occurring a short diatanee .dovmstream, giving rise to an oscillation thttt.was possibly the result of transition rather than the cause. The latter explanat.ionwas ruled out by rcmo-ring transition with an abrupt pressure drop and yet leaving tlw uscillmtions totally unchanged at an upstream position. Tfle altmnat.ive conclusion, with no evidence to the cent rary, was that transition resulted from the growing of the oscillations to the point where the bcmndrirylayer was so highly disturbed that transition occurred.
It was soon found that the hot wire CUUM bc plwccd at any cross section of the boundary layer to pick up the oscilla-tions, although the amplitude quite evidently varied with position. The frequency remained the same throughout the section except very near the surface where there was a suggestion of frequency doubling on the low-velocity part of the cycle. This effect at the 4-foot position is shown in figure 11 . Since the hot wire responds to negative velocities as though they were positive, the doubling was believed to indicate that the amplitude of the oscillation was sufficiently high to reverse the direction of flow during half of each cycIe.
A V-tie, sensitive to w, revealed a w-component in the oscillations. Little work was done with this wire and the relative amplitudes of u and w -were not compared. With the one emxption cited here, all work was done with wire sensitive to u. Because of experimental dif3icult.i~no attempt was made to detect the v-component, although it is shown by theoretical considerations in section VI, 2, that a o-component must exist. The presence of the wcomponent thus indicates that the oscillations were threedirnensional.
Because the effects of noise were so much in evidence, it might be supposed that the oscillations were a resonant acoustic phenomenon arising ffim some frequency in the sound spectrum. Among the evidence against this supposition ia that prwented in figure 12 , which shows the effect of a tenfold increase in turbulence produced by the rope grid in the settIing chamber downstremn horn the six damping screens. With the higher turbulence, it ia seen that oscillations are present where they were absentt before. It thus appeara that disturbances in the stream, possibly acoustic as well as turbulent, give rise to oscillations which are not themsehws sound wa~es.
It was believed almost from the start that the oscillations were amphfied disturbances, their purity remdting frofi selective amplification of a single frequency or, at most, a narrow band of frequencies. Theories had been advanced to account for just such an ampliflcat.ionbut were often ignored in experiment because no conclusive evidence in their support had been found. In order to test whether these -were in reality the amplified oscillations predicted by theory, frequenciw were determined from numerous oscillogrmns, take? at aa many positions and speeda as posdde and plotted in an appropriate manner on a diagram derived from the theoretical results of ScMichting. The diagram with the experimentally determined points is shown in figure 13 . ThM figure will be made clear by the theoretical discussion in section VT, 2, and wiU be described in detail in section VI, 3. For the present, it ia sticient to observe that the experimental points are distributed along branch H of the theoret-icd curve, which is the region in which the points .-should fall if the initial disturbances, out of which oscillations grew, have received approximate ely their maximum am- plification. The oscillations are therefore identified with those produced by instability of the boundary layer.
Z THEOBY OF BOUNDARY-LAYERCM31LIAYTONS
Evidence has been found of oscillations of rather high purity resulting mostly from rmdom disturbances. The oscillations observed at a fixed point suggest the presence of. a traveling wave in the boundary layer. A theoretical answer is sought for the question: How can random disturbances produce a wave that looks closely sinusoidal and has a single predominant frequency?
The superposition of smaII disturbance velocities on a uniform veIocity in one. direction presents to a stationary observer the appearance of wave mo Lion. The motion may be sinuso~al or irregular. For simplification, till llM disturbance yelocity components are assumed to be sinusoidtd of the sarnOfrequency, In a uniform sLrcam, this motion has the attributes of a traveling wave with a wavo vcloci[y equaI to the mean velocity of the stream. The timplituck is the distur~gncc vcloc.ity with compommts u, V, and w, and the preksnire"iivolvd" is thi dynamic prcssuic of the dis--turbanc.c~elocity. This kind of wave is involved in [IN application of stabihty theory to the boundary layer. Ouly twodimeniicmal motion has so far bum successfully treakcl, In a fionuiiifo~m stream, such as a bouncla.rylayer, the wave velocity is not known at once but may reasonably bc assumed (and can also be proved theoretically) to bc less thtin thr maximum velocity of the stream. The churacterist.icsof the wavo wiU depend on the characteristics of t.hc strrom, surh as the velocity profile of a boundary layer, and on comlilious imposed on the met-mwslocity and on the disturbuncc vctlocities at the boundaries. The theory treats the infhwuw of fill these conditions and how they rletermino the wave lrnglh, the wave }:elocity, and the damping or tho amplification of . the wave.
In general, the disturbances responsible for wave mot.iou in a boundary laycr are random in charatter and [he rcsulk ing wave motion is irregular. One of the important chtiracteristics of the wave is its ability to mfiiuttiin itsdf aguinst the damping action of viscosity or even to grow by ubsorbing energy from the basic flow. Since this clar~rtwistic depends on the frequency, certain eornponent frequcuciea of an irrcg-ularwave will be clamped and others amplified as the -wave travels downstream. It -will be seen in section Vl, 3, that this process accounts for the relatively high purity of the observed boundary-layer osciUations.
Energy consic~erationsalone form the basis of an elementary treatment fit used by Osborne Reynolds. According to the Reynolds concept, growth or decay of a disturbance depends on whether energ is transferred to the disturbance by absorption of energy km the basic flow or is extracted from the disturbance by the damping action of viscosity. The flow of energy then determines the stability of the boundary layer under the action of disturbances. Since the kind of disturbance must be specified, this method does not have general applicability. The flow of energy is, however, a fundamental physical concept involved in all theories even though not explicitly stated. b an introduction to the more advanced t,heori~the energy relation vrilI therefore be derived here. The development foIIows essentially that given by Prandtl in reference 20.
(a) Basic equations and energy relation.-In general, onIy two-dimensional flow with two-dimensional disturbances has been treated successfully in stability theories. The basic flow is assumed to be steady and a function of y only. The basic flow in the boundary layer is then
The disturbances are a function of time as well as of z and y and are expressed by . U=fl (z, y, t) u=f2 (2!, y, t)
The components of total velocity are therefore U+u and w Siice u and u are assumed to be amalI, the Navier-Stokes equations become, after squares and products of disturbance velooitiw and of their cMerential coticients are neglected, (1) where p is the pressure produced by the disturbances and P is the pressure due to the basic flow.
The equation of cmtiuuity is (3)
By subtracting from equations (1) and (2), respectively, the corresponding Navier%okee equations for u =o=p = O, the following two equations are obtained in terms of only the disturbances:
Equations (4) and (5) axe the fundamental hydrodynamic equationa for smd.1 disturbances on wti~are b~ed all stability theories herein discussed.
b order to derive an expr~siort for energy balance, equa-. tion (4) is multiplied by u rmdting equations added equation and equation (5) by v and tha to give tha single disturbance It w-illbe noted that the lefkhand member of this equation gives the time rate Qf change of kinetic enezgy, due to the disturbances, of a particle moving -withthe basic flow. Each term on the righ~hand side of equation (6) is ggT @grated over the region containing the disturbance, as explained 'in "" detail in reference 20. The rwuhing expression is where dE/dtnow represents the time rate of change of k~et.ic.._ energy, due to the disturbance, of tie fluid~~the region of integration. The first term on the right-hand side of equation (7) involves the shearing strew pm and represents the rate at which energy is absorbed from the basic flow. This energy is added to that already present in the disturbance. The second term on the righ~hand side, wM& is obviously always negative, is the rate of dissipation of the energy of the disturbance by viscosity. The predominance of one effect over the other m dete~e the net~mge in the energy of the disturbance.
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (7) has. an interesting phyaical interpretation. First, if u and v ditler in phase by 900,"as in the usual wave motion, = will vanish over one complete cycle and no energy can be absorbed from the basic flow. Second, since dU/dy is positive, = must be negative,H the disturbanceis to receiveenergy from the basicflmr. These and otherconditions are treated in the more advanced theory to be considerednext.
(b) General disturbance equation and solutions, -Lord Rayleigh (reference 21) appears to have been the fit to outline a more generalmathematical theory to which numerous investigatorshave contributed. The ma~h~matical" diEEcultiesare so great that the basic velocity profile (U=j (Y}) w-USUallyapproximated by a straight line or segments of straight lines. This imposed serious Ii.mitat ions on the generality of the rwults. Tietjens (reference 22) wis the first to apply Rayleigh's theory to profles intended to reproduce flow tdong a wall, but his solution sullered from the serious limitations just mentioned. Importtmt adwmces REPORT NO.. .909-N.4T10~LL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FORAERC?~AUTICS have been made by Tollmien (references 2 and 3) and Sc.hlichting (references 4.to 7) , who successftiy applied the theory to curved profiles intended tArepresent actutd velocity distributions. Their most complete solutions apply to an approximation of the Blasius distribution. For this distribution Schlichting's work (references 4 and 5) is particrdarly complete and his results are used here for comparison with experimental results. The following outline of the theory is taktin largely from reference 4 and 5 with occasional help from reference 2. The physical basis for the theory, the steps in the solution, and the more important results are given hem. The mathematical aspects of the problem are discussed in the original references. Even in the original references details of the computations are lacking and checking of results is dficult.
From the. basic equations (4) and (5), the pressure terms are eliminated by differentiating equations (4) and (5) with respect to y and z, respectively, and subtracting the second from the first. The result is a linear homogeneous equation 'm u and v:
The disturbance velocities may a stream function #, such that O* '=% 1 w .--'-ax "J (8) be repressed in terms of (9) Any periodic disturbance may be represented by a Fourier series. Since equation (8) is linear and homogeneous in u and v, its behavior may be investigated by using a single term of tho series, This amounts to assuming a periodic disturbance whose stream function has the form:
where F(y) represents the initial amplitude of the stream function which depends only on y, a=2u/h where A is the wave length, and t is the time. Since p and hence c are generally complex quantities, equation (10) may be written
. (11) where p,, the real part of P, is the angular velocity or 2m--(where j is frequency); i%, the tiginary pmt of & k the coefficient of amplification or damping, depending on whether it is positive or negative;and c,= &/a is the velocity with which the phase progresses. and W be termed simply %ave velocity."
When equation (8) is writtenin terms of the stream function and substitution ismade for + in accordance with the second of equations (10),the result is
where the primes represenklifferentiation with respect i.o y. Equation" {12) is a homogeneous linear differential equation of the fourth order with a general solution of the form F= CIF1+ GF,+ c&~C4F4 (13) where Fl, FS, FS, and F4 are the pa-rtic.ulnrsolutiom and cl, CZ, CS, and C'4are the. constanb of intcgmtion. The form of these particular solutions depends on the l.msicvelocity assumed, that is, on the boundary-layer profile. A solution of equation (12) was fit ot.)t.aiucdby Tolhnicn (reference 2) for a.velocity distribution intwulcd to approximate cloaeIy a Blasiua distribution. He considered the case in which ampIificntion and clamping were absent, that is, for red values of/? and c, and obtained the so-called "neutral" oscillations. Schlicht.ing (reference 4) repcatod Tolhnicn's calculation and in addition treated the case for small nnlplification. In a later paper (rcferenco 6), ScMichtilqg determined the distribution of amplitude of neutral oscillalions across the boundary layer and investigated the energy balance. SchIichting's work is therefore moro comp]rto and more syjt.able for comparison with expcrimcntt.
Both Tollmieu and S.chlichting approximated a BImius distribution by a straight line and :=1-(1015-:) For~>l,015, This gave a sufficiently close approximation to thu Blmius distribution of U but was not a sufFicicntly good aplmoximation for U' and U". The Mler quantitics were tlurcforo taken directly from the Blasius solution; only the folIowing terms of the series, which obviousIy apply to small vrdues of y//i, were used :=168P'5(VI equivalent to assuming a nonthickening boundary layer, that is, constant~, and is the basis for most of tha adverse criticism of the theory. In a real boundary layer, 3 depends on z, Zl=j(z,y), and 1-# O; but the dependence of Z7on z is smalI compared with the dependence on y, rmd T" is small compared with U.
Since the purpose of the present paper is merely to indicate the method of solvhg the equation, the scdutions will be indicated in general form. The calculations have been carried through to numerical results for only a few velocity profiles.
Equation (12) is not readiIy solved in its entirety and certain approximations must be made that involve the friction terms on the right-hand side of the equation. The simplest approximation is to neglect the friction terms entirely. In order to justify this, equation (12) is put in a dimensionless form that has the Reynolds number as one of the parameters. When the new independent variable y/& is introduced and F= Uo6*@,the result is where the primes now denote differentiation with respectto y/~*and R is the Reynolds number. When R is sutliciently large, the right-hand side of equation (14) may be small enough to neglect. The efFect of the friction terms is actually negligib~e for all vahws of y/~* except those near the surface and near a plane,z that is aIso near the surface, where the wave velocity is equal to the local @ream velocity. It has been shown by Tollmien (reference 2) that c must ahvays be less than t70;a point will therefore always be found in the boundary layer where ZJ=c. Exclusive of this point and the surface, two particular solutions 41 and & may be obtained by solving the frictiordess equatioñ (qY'-a%*'#J)-~=o (15) The solutions are expressed as power series developed about y,, where y. is the position of the critical point, Zl=c. These solutiom are f), @;y)2+ . . q (17) where U"C and U', me the values of 'W' and U' at the critical point. While~, is regular throughout the whole layer, A possesses a singularity at the critical point and a correction to equation (17) must be found by another approximate solution that takes into account the friction at the critical point. This second approximation to equatioñ
Sfnc@ the theory app~es onIy to u boonlayer of oomtant thlckm% the probkm b (14) , valid in the neighborhood of the critical point, results from neglecting all but the lsrg.wt of the friction terms. For this purpose a. new independent variable~is introduced, defied by (18) From this it is seen that~is a dimensionless variable w"tich is equal to zero at the critical point y=y., positive for y>go and negative for V<VC Equation (14) is now written with q as the independent variable for 4. Site this equation will -.
u-c be used in the vicinity of y=y,, y can be approximated Uo where H(l) '(21are Hankel functions of the &t and second kind. Equation (20) is valid all the way to the surface. It is found that~diminishes very rapidly from the surface outward and is therefore important only near the surface. On the other hand, I#Jĩ ncreases rapidly withy and vdl not satisfy the requirement that += O at y= co; hence, (7Ain"" equation (13) is set equal to zero. The general solution of equation (14) may then be written
(c) Characteristic-value problemi-The stability investigation is a characteristic-va.hle problem-that is, one in which the boundary conditions afford suficient equationa between the solutions at the boundariw to determine the values of the parameters for which equation (14) is satiefied, those valuea being the characteristic valuea. At y= 3 where U= Uo= Constant, the solutions of equation (14) Solving the determinant gives ho _d20'%a-d@2J
The left-hrmd side of equrttion (26)" is a function of qo, where q. is the value of~at the surface. Since by equation (18) T is a function of the parameters .a~* and l?, the lefthand side of equation (26) is also a function of these parameters, The right-hand side of equation (26) 
Equation (27) is complex and may bo separated into two real equations by separating regl and. imaginary parts. 
and E(cYN, c/Uo) is found by
With the valuea of (7 and 1? given by equations (29) and (30), amplifications were determined near and within the space enc~osed by the neutral curve fli=O. Values beyond the range permitted by this method vvere determined by interpolation, by assuming a cubic equation for pi at constant R that meets both branches of the neutral curve with the lmovm elope~at these points. Schlicht.ing's diagram showing the theoretical amplification is given in figures 27 and 28. It will be noted that B*has a maximum near the center of the zone and fd.ls off toward both branches of the neutral curve. In accordance with equation (11), amplification of a disturbance is expressed by (31) where Al is the amplitude at tl and Az is the amplitude at f2. If tlis tden on branch I of the neutral curve and G on branch H, the total amplification at constant~a was calcu- 
Schlichting found that the relation between this maximum total amplification and the cc-Reynolds number up to an R. of about 10Gcould be represented by the following interpolation formula:
The solution thus far has determined several charact-eristics of the wave. For any given value of R and the frequency, it is k.nowmwhether the wave fl be amplified, damped, or neutral. For a given frequency the wave velocity is related to ZTo in a known way and is constant over the cross section of the lay=. In like manner the wave length is known in relation to N'.
(d) Distribution of amplitude, correlation, and energy baIance.-The characteristic-value problem gives no information about the relative magnitudes of u and o nor how they are distributed through the boundary layer. How the boundary layer "vibrates," whether as a vvhole or in parts, remains unknown. This is because the boundary conditions were used to determine ody the parameters of the problem and not the constants of integration.
In a second treatment of the theory applied to the flat plate (reference 5), Sohlichtii completed the investigation by determining the constants in equation (22) for neutral oscillations, that is, for &=O. He was thus able h calculate relative values of u and u and their distribution across the boundary layer. The physically important questions of the correlation between u and o and the energy balance were also answered. The same approximation to the Blasius distribution as used earlier was used here.
Since absolute values of u and U,which obviously depend on the intensity of the impressed d~turbance, are of no interest in such a treatment, one of the constants was left undetermined and for convenience was made unity. Thus, C,=l and, from the boundmy conditions expressed by equations (23) to (25), the follotig values for da and~, are obtained:
'ill&m the values of the boundary solutions and their derivatives are known, C2and C'amay be determined by equation (34). The general solution @ is thereby determined except for an arbitrary intensity factor. From the nature of the particular solution @ has real and imaginary parts~, and $~, which must be known with their derivatives in order to determine u and~.
The stream function @ in equation (9) and the first of equations (10) 
An expression for the kineticenergy is readilyobtained by squaring equations(36) and (37)and adding. The correlationco&cient definedby .
K=$ becomes --L38)
Values of U'IVO)v'/_CJO, and K-were calculated by Schlichting for neut.nd oscillations corresponding to the following two points, one on each branch of the neutral curve:
The value of k was chosen to give an average va.he of u'/UO= 0.05 frcp OiQ..& Table IV gives the values of u'/Uo, ti/U& and K,,oalculated by ScMchting.
It @l .be,seen in table IV that u'/UO=O at the surfaci and again""it-a "point riear y/8= 0J354 for branch I and near where the theory is compmed with experiment. At the points within the. boundary layer where u'/ ZTO vanishes, a 180°p hase shift occurs in u, meaning that the instantaneous u-component of the oscillation velocity is decreasing on one side of this point whiIe it is increasing on the other. hTosuch phase shift occurs in v. Table IV also shows that correlation does exist between u and v and that = is negative. This means that energy is drawn from the basic flow; and, in accordance with equation (7), this energy must be balanced by the dissipation if the oscihtion is to be neither amplSed nor damped. SchIichting evaIua.tcd both terms in equation (7) by integrating frmn z=O to z=A and from y=O to y= m. The net flow of energy was found to be very nearly zero, which indicated that the oscillations were nearly neutral, This result was interpreted as proof of the correctness of the solution to the characteristic-value problem.
A physical explanation of the correlation between u and v is attempted by Prandtl in referenm 20. It appears that u and v would differ in phase by 90°and "Z5would vanish in consequence if there wwe no phase shift in v produced by the viscosity near the critical point. The viscosity is thus responsible for the flow of energy to, as well as from, the disturbance.
(e) Solutions for other conditions.-Tollmien (reference 3) has attempted to generalize tho solution suffiricut.ly LO include boundary-layer profiles with an infkction poiu(., such as occur with an adverse pressure gradient. For such .-profiles-the sign of U" changes from positive to ucgat.ivc in passing outward from the. surface and; at Lhc inflection point, u" = O. The velocity of the neutral wave is shmvIl 19 be equal to the stream velocity at the irdh'ction point, and an important consequence of this is the abicncc of a criticaI point at Z7=c, in the solution of the frictionlcss equation (15) . T~e conclusion is that profiles with an inflection point are inherently unstable, although neutral oscillations can still exist. These considerations suggcs~tlmt an WIVCMC pressure gradient is favorable to ,a.mplification.
G&tler (reference 23) has investigated the ctTc*ct of wall curvature on the stability of the boundary layer an~l found that velocity profiles are unstable if a change of sign occurs in U"+ U'/r, where r is the.radius of curvature of the waIL If an idection point (U" =0) exists, the poinL w]mw U"+ U'/r=O is farther from the surface than the poitlt where D" = O for a convex wall and nearer to t.hc surface for a concave wall. If no inflection point cxistsj a poinw here~-"+ U'/r=O can occur ordy on a convm wall, It is concluded that convex curvature has a destabilizing effect and that concave curvature has a stabilizing due L Solutions for profles with inflection points aro given in references 8 to 10. Rosenl)rook (refcrencc 8) investiga(cd the flow through a diverging channel as the chanm'1 was towed through still water. Streamlines were mado visildo by fine particks of ahuninum in the wwtcr and wavelike motions accompanied by the formation of eddies COUMho olxwrvcd as welI as the velocity distribution. A solution, folknving Tolhnien in reference 3, was obtained for %hapc vclocit y profiles approximating those observed. Fair agrccmcnt was obtained between the observed and the c.omputwl wavo lengths. Hollingdale (reference 9) obtained the solution appropriate to the laminar wake formed in one case bchiml a flat plate and in another behind an airfoil, both lowed al low speeds through still water. Oscillating wakes were observed at certain Reynolds numbers and the wave length and the wave velocity were measured. With tho appropriate inturpretatiori of theoretical rewdts, fair agrccmcn~between crdculatecl and observed wave length t-redwa-rc vclocity was obtained.. Savic (reference 10) obtained an erect soluf km of the frictiordess equation (15) for the two-dimensional jet ond obtained expressions for the neutral wave Lmgth tmd wflvc velocity in terms of characteristic of the j et. The thcorcLical resuh were compared with observations of wavo length and wave velocity made on an acoustically sensitive jet and good agreement was obtained.
Schkbting (reference 6) has determined Lho efhwL of centrifugal force by calculating the curves of neutral stwhility for a boundary layer deveIoped on the inner wall of a rotating cyIinder. In reference 7, Schlicld kg hu. .dekrminwl tk efTectif density gradient ou the stability of the boundary layer, using the approximation to the 131asiusdistribution given in part (b) of this section. N'eutra] curves outIining the zone of amplification are given. Stability is principally aflected by a gravitational field in connection with the density gradient-through the boundary layer.
The methods of Tollmien and Schlichting have been applied by Pretsch (reference 24) to the boundary lnyer on bodies of revolution. The approximate forms of the general disturbance equations from which the four particular solutions are obtained are found to be the same as those for the two-dimensional case; the scdutiona are therefore the same. The solutions are applied to the known velocity profile at the stagnation point of a sphere and the curve of neutral stability is computed.
&NATURALLY EXCITEDOSCILLATIONS
XaturaIIy excitedoscillations are those originating from the amplification of small disturbances naturallypresentin the stream. These oscillations were treatedin sectionVI, 1, and their frequencies-were experimentallyobtained and plot ted in @ure 13. The concept of waves running dow-nstream through the boundary layerhas been introduced;the behavior of the oscillations in relation to figure 13 can now be discussed.
One important featureof ilgure13 is that the vahws of amplticationcoefficient are positive within the zone enclosed by the neutralcurve and have valuesreachinga maximum nearthe centerand falling tozeroon eachboundary. Outside the zone I% isnegative. All disturbances, whether damped or amplified, traveldownstream and therefore in the directionof increasing R since 6* increases with x. For example, a fixed speed U. and a disturbance of frequency such that g?,v/U?in figure 13 equals 40x104 are considered. Such a disturbance, if it began at the leading edge of the plate, would be dmped as it passed along the boundary layer until it reached a point where R attained the value 1180. From this point to R=2160 the disturbance would be ampMed and, as it passed beyond this point, vrouId again be damped. H Al and A2 are the amplitudes of the disturbance at the beginning and at the end of the amplification zone, the ratio AJA=742. In other words, the amplitude has increased 742 times while crossing the zone. This is the total ampli6cation given by equation (31). A disturbance of any given frequency will then be most highly amplified when it reaches branch H of the neutral curve. Figure 8 shows that, in experiment, many frequencies are represented in the initial disturbance. The fact tlwt the observed boundary-layer oscillations contain one predominant frequency must be explained. In order to detmni.ne whether theory and experiment are in agreement, the place on the theoretical diagram where the predominant frequency should lie must be found. Instead of traversing the diagram of figure 13with a wave of a single frequency asin the foregoing ihatratio~waves of many frequencies, covering a wide range of values of 13,v/ UO*, are supposed to entez the amphfication zone through branch I and undergo amplification at a rate determined by their frequency as they proceed to the value of R at which the observation is made. Initial disturbances are, of course, prwent in the boundary layer at all values of R and disturbances enter the diagram at all points. Those entering this diagram ahead of branch I are reduced by damping below the prevailing level of the initial disturbances while those entering behind branch I cannot receive fuIl ampMcation. Disturbances occurring at points cmresponding to branch I have the Iargest initial value and also , receive the highest ampIiication; therefore they are ass~ed to be the ones whose development should mainly determine the final result at the point of observation. It wiIl be notet hat amplification increases tithout limit as the frequency decreases if no limit is placed on the Reynolds number. The experimental observation, however, is made at a particularvalue of R and hence of R=; under this condition it is obvious that one particular value of &@$ will become more highly amplified than any of the others, this one having the maximum total amplification given by equation (33). This frequency obviously is the predominant one that should be found on the oscillograph records. The remaining qug:tion now concerns the position of this most prominent frequency on the diagram, that is, where the experirnenfialpoints should lie. The problem then becomes one of determining g along what line, starting from branch I and running parallel to the R-axis, the totaI amplification is a maximum up to a given value of R. By taking into account the values of Pi given by Sdlichting it was found that, for uniform energy distribution with frequency, this Iine introduced into the diagram along branch I intersect the prescribed Yalue of R somewhere between the center of the zone and branch II. For more accurate results, both the initial energy distribution and the damping prior to reaching boundary I must be considered. The experimental points should lie inside the zone near branch II. The agreement with theory is not perfect, since__... many points lie on branch H. and outside the zone, but is as good as can be expected from observations of this sort.
The process described here is believed to be one of considerable importance since it is the process by whi~h laminarbcmndmy-layer oscillations develop from initially random disturbances. In order to develop a pure oscillation, initial disturbances must be so small that a k.rge amount of amplification can occur before transition destroys the laminar layer.
It has been pointed out that tie oscillations appear to be thredimensional. This is to be expected because of the threedimensional nature of the initial disturbanw. The theory, however, concerns two-dimensional oscillations and" how this should affect the agreement with experiment is not lmown.
ih apparent discrepancy between figures 7 and 13 must be pointed out. It will be observed in figure 13 that oscillations am indicated for R as high as 3120. This corre--.. -rspends to an R, of 3.28X 10e and, according to figure 7, @ in the transition region. The osciIlograph records actually showed intermittent turbulence, but it was still possible to '-read oscillation frequencies from nonturbuknt parts of the records. The limits of the transition region are defied statistically by the surface-tube method
The discrepancy is therefore only apparent.
In connection with the surface-tube method another effect was noted-namely, that a rise in the surfac~tube reading was noted a little ahead of the point where turb@ence_ was indicated by the hot wire. This is beIieved to be caused by a slightly modi.fled velocity distribution arising from the shearing stress given by= in the oscillations. The lower boundary of the transition region in figure 7 is them , REPORT NO. 90 9-NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS -fore a littIe too low, but the displacement is small and has no significant efiect on the shape of the curve.
VIL ARTIFICIALEXC1TATION OF BOUNDARY-LAYER OSCILLATIONS, ZERO PRESSUREGRADIENT
It was soon realized that a study of boundagr-layer oscillations ccndd be carried out to better advantage if they were not caused by accidental disturbances occurring in the wind tunnel but were produced by a controlled disturbance of known amplitude and frequency at some chosen position. This was finally accomplished by the vibrating ribbon discussed in section VII, 3. While a search was being made for devic~of various kinds that wouId accomplieh the clesired result, effe.cts of sound were tried. Interfermce. from naturally excited oscillations was minimized by mak$g the artificial disturbances much greater than the. natural disturbances. The bolting-cloth damping screen was also installed with the six wire screens, but the addition of this screen had no detectable effect on the natural oscillations.
SOUND FROM LOUDSPEAKER
The effect of sound intensity on the boundary layerisof interest because sound is an unavoidable source of disturbance both in wind tunnelsand in freeflight of power-driven aircraft.A 25-watt loudspeakerwas accordinglyinstded in the Lop of the tunnelat the leadingedge of the plateand fed by a variable-frequency oscillator through an a.mplilier. The intensity and the frequencywere controllable.
Interesting effects were easilydemonstrated. l?orexample, boundary-layer oscillations could be induced at will merely by choosing the right frequency for a particular positionand speed. Transitioncould be moved 1 or 2 feet ahead of itsnatural positionby the right combination of intensity anclfrequency. In general,a random noisefrcun the loudspeakerproduced similarresults, but the effect on the oscillations was not so marked. These were casualobservationswith no attempt at quantitative measurements.
TVhen quantitative work was attempted, it became apparent that the complicatedsound fieldin the tumel was a decided clrmv-back. Figures 14 and 15 show the distribution of sound intensity along the cggtgrof the wor&g chamber 3 inchesfrom the plate.. FIGURE M.-Relative emmdfntenslty from lou@_@ies fne%tlfng ofworkfng ehe.mber nt lending me of plste, mee.sured eIong centff 3fnohea from @8te. UO-O; lr8queneg, 48 cyclee pereeeend.
ing wan at 48 cycles per second with either rt node or a loop at the center of the plate, depending on the typo of microphone-that is, crystal microphone, respond ing h sound prwwre, or ribbon microphone, responding to prtrticlc velocity. This turned out LObe tlw fundamental frequency of the El-foot tube formed by the plate tincl tic tunrd walls. The same standing wave could bc set up without the Ioudspwtker when the aciting frequency came from tha eight-blade wind-tunnel propeller running at a speed of 360 rpm. Figure 15 shows second. -The ribbon microphone and the hot-wire tu-mnometer show nearly the same dist.ribut ion, as would bo expected. These are only a few examples of the sound field and the change in diet.ribution with frequency that serve "to complicate any studies with controlled sound int&ity. Wlten the loudspeaker was used to mcito oscillations, Lwo procedures were tried: (1) The sound frcqucn.tics thaL produced oscillations of maximum amplitude at choscu velocities and positions were determined and (2) n sound frequency and position were chosen and the velocity was then varied until the oscillations were a ma.xi.mum. By use of the sound frequencies read on the. oscillator together with Lhc measured. branch II to be in agreement with theory. In view of the dficulties encountered, the large scattering of the points is not surprising. Another application of the loud speaker consisted in directly connecting the amphfkl output of the hot tie to the loudspeaker so that regeneration could occur. Disturbances picked up by the hot wire were thereby fed back as sound, which in turn reinforced the init.iaI disturbance when the proper phase relation eristed, causing the system to oscillate. The resulting frequency was read from a variabk-frequency oscillator connected to the oscillograph to form Lissajous flgurm with the hot-wire signal. The frequency of regeneration was determined by the frequency response of the wire, the electrical circuit, the loudspeaker, and the tunnel as a whole, as well as by the preferred boundary-layer frequency. Many frequencies could be found with no wind and only by rejecting these "false" frequencies could results of any reliability be obtained. The results are plotted on the usual diagram in figure 17 . Many of the points shown evidently are not re1at4 to the boundary-layer oscillations. 
Z SOUND THROUGH HOLE IN PLATE
A localized disturbancewas produced by bringingsound into the boundary layer through a hole in the plate. At a position18 inchesabove the centerlineand 4 feetfrom the leadingedge a Jf-inch hole was driI.Ied through the plateand on the back was mounted a small headphone from a radio head set. This produced a three-dimensional disturbance emanating from a. known location.
A hot wire, mounted on the small sledLike head, was arranged for traversing upstream and downstream at a tied distance from the surface, usually along a line slightiy displaced from the hole. A survey of possible types of measurement showed that the method could be used only for obtaining the type of result shown in figure 18 . Ti5th the regeneration hook-up, that is, when the amplified output of the wire fed into the headphone, the frequencies of oscillation were determined with the wire at various distances downstream from the hole. The speed was constant during a run. Oscillation of the system occurred raost easiIy for values of L~O less than 40 feet per second and with the hot wire less than 0.1 inch from the surface. The solid curves of @re 18 show the discontinuous manner in which the frequency varied with the distance. Ite-rersing the connections to the 9058s. headphone changed the phase of the input by 180°and gave the results indicated by the broken curves. The explanation of this sort of performance is that proper phase relations had to exist for regeneration and that the frequency automatically decreased as the distance was & creased in order to keep an integral number of waves between the hole and the -wire. There existed a preferred frequency band, determined by the characteristics of the wire, electrical and acoustic circuits, and boundary layer. %umps occurred when another wave between hole and wire was added to keep the frequency as near as possible to the cemter of t&~re-ferred band. The distance between curves of one type along any line of constant frequency is thus the wsve length corresponding to that frequency.
It is believed that the frequency band was determined more by the boundary layer than by the rest of the circuit when the wire was far from the hole and that the preferred frequency was that for which amplification was a maximum over the path from hole" to wire. The frequency midway between the extremes and as far as possible from the hole was therefore read from sets of curves for different wind velocities like the set in figure 18 and placed on the usual Schlichting diagram. The result is shown in figure 19 . The generally show the kind of results predicted by theory, if the frequency and wave length are determined mairdy by the characteristics of the. boundary layer, S.EXCITATION BY VIBRATING RIBBON (a) The ribbon.-All attempts to exciteboundary-layer oscillations by wires. vibratingin the boundary layerfailed because the disturbanceof the eddying wake from the vibration of wires large enough.to affectthe layer produced earlytransition.Flat strips outsidethe layersuffered from se~f-induced flutter and also had troublesome. wakes that carried with them fluctuating pressurefields fardownstream. A thin flatribbon of phosphor bronze,placed edgewise to the flowin theboundary layerand onlya few thousandthsof an inch from the surface, was hally found capableof oscillatingthe boundary layerbut produced no detectableeffect when not vibrating. The ribbonwas drivenin and out from the surfaceby passingthrough ita small currentof the desiredfrequency in the presence of a strong magnetic fieId from an electromagneton the oppositesideof the plate.
Severalribbonewere triedto findthe bestwidth, distance from surface, and lengthof vibrating span. Allribbonswere 0.002 inch thick. Tf5djhe ranged from % to X inch; distances from surface, from 0.006to 0.015inch;and vibrah ing segments, from 6 to 12 inches. h?one of these factors appeared to atlect the performance to a~noticeable extent. A certain. amount of.tension was newsary for stabiIity. YYhen itwas desired toplacetheresonantfrequencyabove the working range,high tensionwas necessary.
After thispreliminarywork, a ribbon 0.1 inch wide and 3 feet long was instrdled 4 feet from the leading ccigc of tho plate. At a distance of 6 inches from each side of the cmtcr line of the plate, two strips of Scotch cellulose thpe were laid on the surface for insulation and spacing. Another strip of tape was then laid.on the ribbon to hold it fiimly in contact with the tape on the plate, except for the segment 12 inches long at the center. Rubber bands at the ends supplied the tension. The 12-inch setient at the center ivas 0.00ti inch from the surface and was free to vibrate under the action of the current and the magnetic field. Examinations with a microscope showed that the ribbon vibrated b und from thc surface in a single loop. The samo oscillator and amplifier that had been used for the loudspeaker were found to furnish ample power for driving the ribbon. Different positions for the ribbo~were chQsen to cover a large range of Rrynokls mmiber but the method of.attachment was ahvays the wnne. Distance from the surface varied sorncwhat for cliffwcnt. installations.
(b) Procedure,-Two hot wires, one 0.010 inch and (ho other 0.110 inch from the surfacel both sensitive only to u, were m~ted on the small sledlike head and arnmgcd for sliding upstream and downstream a~ong thu ccntw linc of the plate -with the distance of the wires from the surface fixed. The fluctuations introduced into the boundary layer could be picked up by either hot wire. The wave form showed some distortion for an inch or so behind tbc ribbon but in gengral became nearly sinusoidal at greater distauccs. Frequencies amplified by the boundary layer showed increasing amplitude with increasing distante from tlw ribbon, while those damped showed decrciasing amplitudc. For much of the working region the oscillations could probably be regarded as twodimensiomd but no attempt was made to verify this assumption.
Just as for the loudspeaker and the headphono behind the hole in the plate, the system could bo made to owil]at.e by connecting the amplified output of the hot wire to tho ribbon. Curves like those shown in figure 18 were obtained and, from them, three points plotted in each of figures 19 and 2.0were-"" obtained. Since the ribbon could be used for applications that were believed to be more important, very little work was done with the regeneration hook-up.
The wave length was determined in tho following simplo manner: .The input to the ribbon from the oscillator was connected to one pair of plates in the cathode-ray oscillograph and the output from the wire wis connected to t.hco-thinpair. A stationary Uksajous figure consisting of a single dosed loop was obtained since the frequencies of both input and output-were the same. As the spacing betwcwn ribbon aml hot wire was changed this figure changed from a straighLline to an ellipse, then to a circle, again to an ellipse, and finul]y to a straight line indned 90°to the first line. This indicutcd that the phase between inpu~to the ribbon and output from the wire had changed by 180°and that the chango in spacing between wire and ribbon wm % wave Iength. With thu oscillograph serving as the indicator, wave-lcnglh measure. mente were thus reduced to a measurement of tho diitrinc6 moved by the hot wire. The wave velocity was then obtained by multiplying the wave length by the frequency of the oscillations.
Determinations of amplification and damping rrcre carried out by setting the ribbon into vibration at an arbitrary fused amplitude and reading the mean-square hot-wire output voltage as the wire was moved a-way horn the ribbon. The results obtained are given in section WI, 3 (d). The distribution across the boundary layer was determined by traversing normal to the surface at some fiwd distance behind the ribbon with a single hot wire sensitive to u mounted on the traversing apparatus described in section III, 7.
During the course of the work frequencies ranging from 10 to 260 cycIes per second were used.
(c) Distribution of amplitude across boundary layer,-Since a theoretical distribution of amplitude across the boundary layer has been given by Schlichting (see sec. VI, 2 (d), and table IV), the actual distribution is of interest as a teat of agreement between theory and experiment. Traverses across the boundary layer were therefore made with a hot wire dovrnstream from the ribbon -with frequency, air velocity, and distance from the leading edge of the plate chosen to conform to the conditions for which the theoreticrd calculations were made. These conditions correspond to oscillations on the neutral curve specified as follows: The distributions are given in figure 21 with amplitude . . expressed h terms of U'IUO. The solid curves show the theoretical distribution and the broken curves through the points show the observed distribution. In both cases the traverses were made 4 inches behind the ribbon. The vibrational amplitude of the ribbon was set arbitrarily and about the same for branches I and II. The smalIer vahes of u'/Z.TO in branch II result from the smaller effect of the ribbon on the thicker boundary layer. Since the theoretical wduee given by Schlichting were based on an arbitrary average amplitude of u'/uO= 0.05 from y= O to y= 6, schlichting's values were reduced to give the average found by experiment; that is, areas under the theoretical curms were made equal to areas under the experimental curves from y= O to y=ll Although the general agreement between theory and experiment is good, perhaps the most striking conhxnation of the theory is the 180°phase shift occurring at y/3=0.7.
On moving outward from the surfam all oscillations disappeared at this point and farther out they reappeared but with phase opposite ta those that had disappeared. This phenomenon is sho~~min a more striking manner by the oscillograrna in @gure 22. The pairs of traces are simultaneous records of oscillations picked up by two wirw, one of which was at a fixed distance of 0.055 inch from the stiace (lower trace) and the other at varying distances, beginning at 0.080 inch (upper trace). The si.imhaneous records were made possible by-an electronic switch that impressed the separately ampMed -voltag& of the two wires on the osdlograph, altern%tely and in rapid succession. The switching from one to the other accounts for the dotted appearance of the trace. The waves are in phase for the first four records; the amplitude of the uppeiYwave decreases with each succeeding record ta zero in the fifth. Beginning with the sixth, an oscillation reappears in the upper trace but 180°out of phase Nth that in the lower trace. The oscillations in these records Jie near the center of the amplification zone at ??= 1720.
The type of distribution shown in figure 21 , including the phase reversal, was found for amplified, damped, and neutral frequencies and for oscillations as close as 1 inch behind the ribbon and as far dovmetrea.m as the oscillations r&&inti' free from transition disturbances. The fact that the main features of the distribution vrere found 1 inch behind the ribbon shows that the forced oscdlat.ions in the boundary layer very soon reach a steady state.
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FIGUEE22.-OecfUogrmne ehowfng phase rewamal in wmmpcment of oedflatiom excited by vfbratingrlbhn.
Simultaneous reoofde from two hot W@ loeat.@ 1 foot downetrearn from ribbon. Lower trece, hot wfre 0.01!5 inch from eurfam; up~er trace, hot wire at varioue dfetmww from eurfacq rfbbon 3 feet from leadfng edge of plate; frequenoy, -7o cyclee per emend; W-42 feet w eemnd.
(d) Ampliilcation and damping,-lnen the tie w= kept at a fixed distance from the surface amd moved downstream from the ribbon, the amplitude of the forced oscillation either increasecl, decreased, or remained the same, depending on the frequency, the vdocity, and the Reynolds number. The amount of the change with distance could be determined by reading the mean-square. value of the fluctuating voltage across the wire on the .o.utput meter of the turbulence amplifier. In order to eli&ate as far as possible the extraneous disturbances .intmduced by ttwbulence and by the noise of the tunnel, the signal from the wire was passed through an elcctnid filter, wtich .WQS . 
The wave velocity is obtained by multiplying the mww.urcd wave length by the frequency, If the changes in u'/%' with distance shown in figure 23 are tndy effect.aof amplitictilion and damping, the slopes of the curves in this figure sorvc to determine f?~. Before these slopes can bc used with confkicnm, effects introduced by the thickening of the layer with incrc~~ing z and effects from possible changes in tho distribution urross the layer also with..z must be investigmtwl. Errors can tirisc from these sources because of the experimental proccdurena.mely, the determination of growth or clccay of amplihuic by varying the distance between tlm ribbon ancl the wire while keeping the wire at a .&ccl dietuncc fwm the surfarr. From the evidencein sectionVII, 3 (c), changes in the distribution are small and can cause but little error;howcvcri the increase of 6 with x may giveriseto an apparrmt an~plifi-cation or damping, depcniiingon the positionof the wire in the layer, In allcases in which data on amplification and damping were obtainecl, the wire was in the rishg part of the didribution,that is,values of y/6 below t.hose for maximum u'/ZTo in figure. 21 . Consequently,the increasing 6 with increasing x introducedan apparent clamping,which caused allobserved amplification to be kss than t.hctrue -value and alI observed damping to be too great. If it is assumed that the inner part of the distribution curve is a straight Iine passing through the origin, the magnitude of the error in 13calculated from equation (39) by use of ob-1 c, served slopes is~;" Any 'curvature in the distribution curve like that shown between zero and the peak value of 1 c, u'/Clo in @ure 21 lessens the error. 'bee 2 F 'hwefore represents an upper limit and since its value turned out to be about the order of the random deviation in results, 13' was calculated by equation (39) with the use of the experimentally determined slopes without correction.
In figure 23 the curve for 40 cycles per second shows damping throughout. b the frequency is increased amplification takes place, reaches a maximum at 120 cycles per second, and then decreases until 180 cycles per second again shows damping. In the range of Reynolds number represented by this range in x, all frequencies below about 50 and above 180 cycles per second are damped, while a band of amplified frequenciw lies in between.
Of considerable interest are the bequencies for which there is neither ampliflcat.ion nor damping and the corresponding values of R. This amounts to finding points of zero slope on curves like those shown in figure 23. Such points were obtained from a number of runs at various wind speeds with the ribbon at the 4-foot position and again with the rlibbon 9 inches from the leading edge. Values of p,P/Uoiand the corresponding values of R were computed and plotted in figure 24. The solid curve is again Scblichting's neutral curve and the broken curves are those defied by the experimentally determined points. The agreement is -rery satisfactory, except for points above flq/VO~=200X 10-6.
-#wxJo-e I I # By use of the measured wave kmgths, afi* was calculated for the neutral frequencies and the redts were plotted on the wave-length diagram shown in figure 25. Schlichting The ccunparison betweeu theory and cxpcrimcnt giwm in figures 24 to 28 shows, on the whole, better rtgrccmcni thtin might be expected when it is .comidcrcd that at the outset the very existeucc of such phenomena had uot Iwcn proved. The obsmed amplification shown in figures 27 and 28 is generally less than the theoretical, but it will be rccwllcxlthat the theoretical calculation yielded accurate va-lucs only mwr the neutral curve. In the neighborhood of the low RCYI101CIS number limit the experimental inaccuracies arc large because of the smalI amplification and damping. TIN maximum values of"@,v/Uo2, a6*, and c,/Oo and the minimum vrtlm of R forw~c~amplification can occur M determined approximately by experiment are compared with the t.hcoretical limib in the following A comparison of the exp~irnentql results in figure 25 with Tollmicn's diagram of CY&plot t~d against Ioglo R "in rcfcrcgce .2 shows.. bc ttw agreement in general than with tlw corresp.oml iug diaf@nl given by Schlichting in figure 25 . In spite of this, Schlichting's results were used bemuse they were. more mmplet c than Tohlen's. Figure 29 , obtained in connection with the earlier work presented.in section VI, 1, shows the cffcctt of prwsurc gradient on naturalIy excited oscillatiotw. The pressure distribution along a part of the plati is shown to the left in this iigure. The reduction of amplitude in the region of falling pressure~very marked. Accelerated growth of amplihdc is evident in the region of rising pressure. It wns accord ingly inferred that negative pre=ure gradients decrcascd aml~li fication (or increased damping) of the osciI1at ions while posit ive gradients increased amplification. A quantittitivc investigation of this effect was therefore undcrttiken with oscillations forced on the boundary layer by tlw vibruting ribbon.
VIII. EFFECT OF PRESSURE GRADIENT ON IIOUNDARY-LAYER OSCILLATIONS
When the ribbon was in the 3-foot position, the rcgulm procedure of measuring amplifications and damping and of mapping the neutral curves was carried out for prcssuro distributions B, C, D, and E shown in figurr 30. The corresponding pressure gradients arc given in table 1'.
In figure 30 , QZis the dynamic pressure at any distfince z from the leading edge while. go is a convenient rcfwwnce pressure.
-"-Curve A shows one of the distributions for (he condition generally termed "zero pressure gmdicnt." This condition was obtained by giving sufic.ienLdivergence to the adjustable side walls of the working chamber to overcome the normal pressure drop. The shape of the curve in the fist 6 inches was determined by the flow around the leading edge of the plate and hence could be changed but little by the setting of the walls. The walls aIso had little effect on the smalI local variations, since these were found to be produced by slight waviness of the surface. Curve A is thus a condition of zero gradient only when the length of the interval and the end points are properly chosen. With a pressure distribution given by curve A, the experimental values of velocity distribution and 6* were in good agreement with the Blasius values; hence, the approximation to zero gradient is probably sui%ciently good.
Curve B, which shows the pressure risii along the plate, was obtained by giving the walk their greateat possible divergence. Curve C, which shows the pressure falling, was The remdte obtained on the efTectof pressure gradient are given in figures 31 to 34 for distributions B and C and wiIl be discussed in detail later in this section. Corrtiponding @ures for distributions D and E could not be obtained because of the large effect of these grad~ents on the oscillations. With the large gradients, the general impression given by observing the oscillations was that amplification always occurred in gradient D regardless of the frequency and Reynolds number, wide damping always occurred in gradient E; however, this statement must be somewhat qual.itied. For example, in E fluctuations of alI frequencies vwe damped for values of R up to 2600, which was the highest value obtainable with the ribbon at the 3-foot position. It is quite possible that a zone of amplification lay beyond the range of the experiment. In the case of gradient D, the investigation had to be restricted to low Reynolds numbers because of the occurrence of transition. The few observations made here indicated a possible low limit of Reynolds number below which damping occurred, but the results are in doubt because of a possible scale effect on the airfoil used to produce the presmre gradient. The pressure rise may have been lessened by kuninar separ_atjonon the airfoil at the low velocities. rind the positive gradient may have become less than that given by D. Accurate measurement of pressure distribution at the low velocities was. difficult. Before presenting the results for the two small gradients B and C, attention must be called to the effect of pressure gradient on 6*. Site 8* enters into certain dimensionless quantities used in plotting the results, its actual value must be known for each case. The value of 6* was measured only for distribution B and the rwndt was F~ure 31 is tlm much-used frequency diagram showitlg the results for zero, positive, and negative gradients of distributions A, B, and C, respectively. The solid curvo is the same as the broken curve of figure 24 for zero gradient, shown here without the experimental points. The points for negative gradient lie close to this curve; the points for positive gradient generally lie outside the zone of amplification for zero gradient. The positive gradient has therefore widened the amplification zone as expected. Contrary tu expectation, the rIegative gradient failed to .rwlucc tho size of the zone. No observations were made beIow R=800.
-'-'Site wave lengths of the oscillations were measured, 1110 data for these same frequencies are given in a wam-hmglh diagram ( fig. 32) and a wave-velocity diagram (fig, 33) In both figures 32 and 33, the solid curves are the experimentally determined neutral curves for zero gradient with the experimental points omitted. Figures 32 and 33 , like @y.re 31, show an effect of the positive gradient but litt~e or no effect of the negative gradient.. These figure show only the neutral points and so merely define the boundaries of the amplification zone. 
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ber (see fig. 27 ), the d.itlerence between R= 1840 for zero gradient and R= 1810 for negati~e gradient may account for the reduced amplification with negative gradient. The. _. failure to show conclusively an effect of the small negative gradient may be due in part to the small local value of the gradient shown in table V. The difkrence between R"= 2200 for zero gradient and I?=2050 for positive gradient is significant, since R.=2050 for zero gradient -would Lie below R=2200.
IX. TRANSITION FROM OSCILLATIONSTO TURBULENCE, ZERO PRESSUREGRADIENT
The distinguishing feature of transition with low stream turbulence is the occurrence of boundary-layer oscillations that grow until the layer becomes turbulent. Under such conditions, transition to turbulent flow is simply transition from a particukr type of oscillatory motion to turbulent motion. The oscillations are now understood and the fial step in an understanding of the origin of turbulence involves an investigation of this transition process.
Although transition in highly disturbed flow does not f~ĩ nto this category, the two are similar in that both have to do tiit.h the effect of a disturbance kmge enough to br~g about turbtient flow. The effect, however, depends on the type of the disturbance as well as its magnitucle; and, as has been shown, an amplified disturbance does not have the random charaet= of an initially large disturbance. Transition horn an amplified disturbance promises"to be of considerable importance in modern low-turbulence wind tunnels and in the atmosphere.
The vibrating ribbon to produce oscillations and the hotwire apparatus to examine their development were suitable took for the investigation of transition. The ribbon was placed at the 3-foot position and two hot wires at different distances from the surface were arranged for traversing parallel to the pIate through the.transition region. The Reynolds number vms always chosen so that the undisturbed boundary layer (ribbon not vibrating) was laminar at the hot wires. Iteprwentative samples of the results obtained are shown in figures 35 to 37.
F~e 35 shows what happens at a fixed point 2.5 feet downstream from the ribbon as the vibrational amplitude of the ribbon is varied. The pairs of traces show simultaneoudy the response of the two wires. The values of. gain control setting on clriving amplifier are roughly proportional to ribbon amplitude. The amplitude of the waves on thi traces cannot be quantitatively related to fluctuations of velocity because the sensitivity of the wirca was unknom. The sensitititiw of the two wires were different, and so comparison of amplitudes at inner and outer wires was impossible. It is known, however, that velocity increases produce up-ward displacement of the traces and that velocity decreases produce downward displacement. The direction of time in this figure is from left to right.
This figure shows that the boundary layer at a given pokt can be changed from lamma " r to turbuIent by varying ribbon amplitude and shows qualitatively the progressive nature of the change. Examination of successive pairs of traces indi- cates that fairly regular waves fist make their appearance, being first in phase at the two wires and later in the fifth and sixth records, in and out of phase in random fashion as the amplitude increaws. The distances from the surface are such that an in-phase condition would be wpected from the distribution in iigure 21. A growingdistort,ion of the wavw then appears until, in the. seventh record, bursts of highfre.quenc.yfluctuations occur. remained fixed. Figure 37 shows the samo condition lmf or the two traces. photographed separately in ordm to eliminate the dotting effect of the electronic switch. From calibration data, obtainwl in comwction with figures 36 and 37, it was possible lo relat~~two particular displacements on the record to a pmcentagc change in tlw mean velocity at the position of the wire. Thrsc two piicentages are indicated at the right of rach tmce, an upward displacement indicating an increase and a downward &s-placement..a decrease from the meati locrd velocity at the hot wire. The percentages are the srimr for all records in &ure 36.
For fluctuations as large as most of those showu, i~is got possible to 'indicate the zero-or mean-vdocity position of the trace. -This is because of the nonlinear charactmistics of the hot wire which produces greater displacements of tho trace for~'elocity decreasesthan for increases.~certain amount of distortionand some error in the records will resultfrom thiseffect.It is certain, however, that crests arc above the mean velocit.y while tro~~hs are belovrthe mean and thutthe distancebet:weeuthe two isapproximately the double amplitude. The scaleat the right furnishesa measure of the double amplitude.
In the successionof changes occurring from point to point through the transition region, the oscdlationafirst increasein amplitude and, once large,undergo increasing amounts of distortion.Turbulence appears a-t tit in short intervals of the traceand finally for the fti le~~th of the trace. Randomness occurs gradually,and thissuggestsa continuoustransit ion from wave to turbulentmotion. It is not diflicult to imagine a processhere Iikethatoftenaasurned for the formation of eddiesfrom a freevortex sheet. The sheet isimagined to take first a wavelike character, then as the wave grows to curl up into discreteeddies. The disturbed laminar boundary layermay be regarded as a wavy Tortes layerwith the wave progressively increasing in amplitude and distorting untildiscreteeddiesare formed. The eddies themselves are unstable and soon break up into a difhive type of motion which characterizes turbulentflow. lf the~alidity of thispictureisgranted,transition isunderstood when the wave motion is understood. An understandingof transition istherefore close but only closebecause the wave motion isunderstood only when the amplitude is small. Furthermore, the important question concerning where along the surfaceeddiesfirst form isst~unanswered.
Another proce= may akmbe imagined. It wiU be noted in figures 35 to 37 that transition takesplacein a more orderly manner at the greater dist ante from the surface. Here turbtienceappears in certainparts of the wave cycle,generallyin the sharp-pointedlow-velocity part of the cycle. This behaviorlendssupport tothe vievi held by some investigatorsthat transition occurswhen the flow comes to restor reverses direction near thesurface(separation point). TThile the amplitudesshown do not. reach thenecessary100 percent, itseems possible thatthisvaluewould be found at some point nearer the surface. Against thisargument.is the fact that therecordsmade nearerthesurfacedo not show the turbulent bursts confinedto the low-velocity side of the cycle. The _ argument isfurther weakened by thepossibility ofaccounting for the observed effects at the greatery-vahws by the difference between the distribution of mean velocity characteristic ofa laminarlayerand thatcharacteristic of a turbulentlayer. This isto say,thatthe obam-vedeffect. iscausedby the turbulence rather than a cause of the turbulence.. The idea of transition by separationhas been formulated by Taylor (reference 1) by assuming intermittent separation or near separation to be caused by thelocal pressuregradients accompanying disturbances. The assnmpt ionisthatseparationisimminent when the &lrm6n-Pohlhrmsen parameter .i, derivedfrom pressuregradientseithersteady or fluctuating, reachesa certain negativevalue.~steady adversepressure gradientlargeenough to cause la.minar separationisknown to bring about transition rather than cmnplete separation when the Reynolds number issufficiently high. By amdogy,. The frequency distribution of the initial disturbrmco is of great importance, sinco amplification finally selects only a. veqy narrow band of frequencies from d those initialIy present to bring about transition. The presence or absence of frequencies near this amplified band is obviously more important than the total energy of the disturbance..
Only on the basis of certain prominent" frequency bands in the stream turbulence can figure 7 be explained. The reasoning is as follows: If no disturbances were present, theoretically transition should not occur. The pairs of curves in figure 7 &o uId then approach R.= W..for z.eTo turbulence. On the basis of amplificatiou of mltial clisturbances in which all frequencies are present, equation (33) suggests that the curves defining the transition region should fall rapiclly at first and then at a progressively diminishing rata as the turbulence is further increased. Actually, the opposite trend. is shown in @re 7. Figiwe. 8 shows that not d frequencies are represented alike and, furthermore, that noise is responsible for many of the peaks shown. Aa the present turbulent.o.. was decreased by the addition of damping screens, the ratio of noise to. true turbuIe.ncewas increased. While the total energy of the disturbance was decreased, the energy in certain frequency bands may actuaIIy have been increased. A reduction of noise might have grea.dy altered figure.7.
:-.
X. CONCLUSION
Larninar-boundmy-layer oscillations arc the vchwi[y fluctuaticma that resultfrom a wave traveling downslrwun through the boundary layer. The rharactcrkt.ics of this wave hav.cbeen measured and good agrccmcnt with theory has been obtained. The wave may bc set up eilherby a" vibratingobjectin the boundary layer,such as a vibra~ing ribbon,or by disturbances from t.h oukidq such as strmm turbulenceand sound. lThen the disturbanceisramlom or nearlyrandom and containsmany frcqucncics, ampl ifica Lion and damping isolate a wave containinga narrow band of frequenciesin the neighborhood of !& frcqmmcy most highIyamplified.
A wave in the boundary layer const.itutã dishuhncc that willcause transition on a flatplatewith zero prcssuro gradientwhen the_amplitudo is sufficiently large. A suf-__ ficiently largerandom disturbancewillalsocause transition. TVhen random initial disturbances are so smaI1 tha~tr/u~i-tionis delayed untilvahws of R.5 2000 have l.wcn rcarlwd, sufficient amplification can occur from the expminwntdy established lower Iimit R =450, to R 52003, t~givo rise to a recOgnizable oscillation. Larger initial distmlmnccs obscure the oscillations by irregular fluctuntions of con~-parable"magnitude.
Natural disturbances may be sound waves as WC1lM turbulence. TurbuIencc generally has a more nrarly random distributicm of energy with frequency thm sound. In view of. the importance of frequency, sound dishuhmws with ti. concentration of energy in frequency bands thtit.arc highly amplified by the boundary layer may be more comlucivc to early transition than turbulence. This is imporlant in free flight where turbulence is probtibly ncgligibk buL where engine ancl propeHer noise is present in ltirgc amounts. Other aspectsof the problem rrmniilto be invcstiga[cd. Oue of these having practicalimpor[anco is the cflct'1 of. curvature. The importancc of boundary-layeroscillations on airfoik cannot he determined untileffects of curvatureas well as pressure gradient arc known. Othw quantities associated with the wave but not investigti[cd arc P and w, A study of thesequantities woukl bc intcrestitlg M a fu~[hcr check on tie theory,although hardly nc.ccsmryto idcnlify the oscillations and their characteristics in view of the informationderivedfrom studiesof u.
It is possiblethat boundary-layeroscilhitions nmy arise from internaldisturbancesas well as from cxtwnal disturbances-that. is, from surface irregularities and vibr~lLioll of the siwface. A randomly distributed small rougbmss may produce effect9 similar to smnll amounts of hwbulmcc in the air stream. Small ridges or waves in the surfticc-may stgrt oscillations when the spaciyg is near some mnplificd 
